Here Is Where: Discovering America's Great Forgotten History Andrew Carroll crown archetyPe (2013)
From Plymouth Colony to Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, hotspots of US history are well and truly mapped. Yet 'off-piste' places with scientific importance abound, as historian Andrew Carroll reveals on this road trip around forgotten America. He ably guides us through triumphs and horrors: the Oregon caves where the continent's oldest human DNA was radiocarbon dated; California's Sonoma Developmental Center, where thousands were sterilized in the name of eugenics; the Massachusetts cherry tree where rocketeer-to-be Robert Goddard dreamed of interplanetary travel; and much more. Today's materials vie with our wildest imaginings, from two-dimensional graphene to aerogel -made up of 99.8% air, resembling "solid smoke" and created by NASA to gather space dust. In this homage to materiality, Mark Miodownik tells us why we should care about stuff. The materials specialist traces his obsession back to a violent childhood epiphany when, stabbed with a razor blade, he woke to the wonders of steel. Here, we too are jolted into a new consciousness of the made world's multiple facets.
Alan Turing: His Work and Impact Edited by S. Barry Cooper and Jan van Leeuwen elseVier (2013)
The new testament of computer science has come, 101 years after the birth of founding prophet Alan Turing. It took 70 renowned evangelists from all walks of science and philosophy to put the polymath's words in context and dissect his living impact on pure maths, physics, biology, engineering, banking, metaphysics and beyond. How big is the incomputable universe? Can digital machines think? Do daisies emerge from pure chemistry? If your soul craves answers to such questions, this is your new bible.
logic, binary behaviour and basic genetics. But the book is at its best when Page uses story and description rather than models and mathematics. He clearly has considerable affection for his co-workers and for bees, and provides marvellous glimpses into how research is conducted. He opens that world to us through descriptions of his own elegant experiments, such as those exploring the genetic component of pollen collection.
I would have liked to hear more about the people he worked with and his relationship with his insects after so many decades in the field. Page finishes abruptly, with a too-short chapter that brings us back to Maeterlinck's The Life of the Bee. I missed the soaring language of the poet here, which would have beautifully completed the circle -for instance, Maeterlinck's description of the hive as containing "the enigma of intellect, of destiny, will, aim, means, causes; the incomprehensible organization of the most insignificant act of life".
Still, Page's book is a delightful example of how one dedicated career in science can dramatically deepen and broaden our perceptions of the world around us. ■ 
